Abstract-Efficient quantization of the linear predictive coding (LPC) parameters plays a key role in parametric speech coding. The line spectral frequency (LSF) representation of the LPC parameters has found its applications in speech model quantization. In practical implementation of vector quantization (VQ), probability density function (PDF)-optimized VQ has been shown to be more efficient than the VQ based on training data. In this paper, we present the LSF parameters by a unit vector form, which has directional characteristics. The underlying distribution of this unit vector variable is modeled by a von MisesFisher mixture model (VMM). With the high rate theory, the optimal inter-component bit allocation strategy is proposed and the distortion-rate (D-R) relation is derived for the VMM based-VQ (VVQ). Experimental results show that the VVQ outperforms our recently introduced DVQ and the conventional GVQ.
I. INTRODUCTION
Q UANTIZATION of the line predictive coding (LPC) model is ubiquitously applied in speech coding [1] - [6] . The line spectral frequency (LSF) [7] presentation of the LPC model is the commonly used one in quantization [1] , [8] because of its relatively uniform spectral sensitivity [9] . Efficient quantization methods for the LSF parameters have been studied intensively in the literature (see e.g., [8] , [10] - [12] ). Among these methods, the probability density function (PDF)-optimized vector quantization (VQ) scheme has been shown to be superior to those based on training data [10] , [11] , [13] - [16] . In PDF-optimized VQ, the underlying distribution of the LSF parameters is described by a statistical parametric model, e.g., Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [10] , [14] , [17] . Once this model is obtained, the codebook can be either trained by using a sufficient amount of data (theoretically infinitely large) generated from the obtained model or calculated theoretically. Thus PDF-optimized VQ can prevent the codebook from overfitting to the training data, and hence the performance of VQ can be significantly improved [10] , [11] .
Statistical modeling plays an important role in PDFoptimized VQ, hence in the literature, several studies have been conducted to seek an effective model to explicitly capture the statistical properties of the LSF parameters or its corresponding transformations. A frequently used method is the GMM-based VQ (GVQ), which models the LSF parameters' distribution with a GMM [10] , [11] . By recognizing the bounded property (all the LSF parameters are placed in the Zhanyu interval (0, π)), Lindblom and Samuelsson [18] - [21] proposed a bounded GVQ scheme by truncating and renormalizing the standard Gaussian distribution. In [14] , the LSF parameters were linearly scaled into the interval (0, 1). Authors introduced a beta mixture model (BMM)-based VQ scheme, which took into account the bounded support nature of the LSF parameters. As the LSF parameters are also strictly ordered, a Dirichlet mixture model (DMM)-based VQ (DVQ) scheme was recently presented to explicitly utilize both the bounded and the ordering properties [12] , [13] . In the DVQ scheme, the LSF parameters were transformed linearly to the ∆LSF parameters [13] . Modeling the underlying distribution of the ∆LSF parameters with a DMM yields better distortionrate (D-R) relation than those obtained by modeling the LSF parameters with a GMM [5] , [11] , [22] , [23] and a BMM [13] . Hence, the practical quantization performance was also improved significantly [12] . Previous studies suggest the fact that transforming the LSF parameters into some other form and applying a suitable statistical model to efficiently describe the distribution can potentially benefit the practical quantization [12] - [14] .
In this letter, we study the high rate D-R performance of the LSF parameter by using the recently proposed square-root ∆LSF (SR∆LSF) representation [?], [24] . This representation is obtained by taking the positive square-root of the ∆LSF parameters. By concatenating a redundant element to the end of the SR∆LSF parameter, a unit vector that contains only positive elements is obtained. Geometrically, this unit vector has directional characteristics and is distributed on the hypersphere with center at the origin. For such unit vector, the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution is an ideal and widely used statistical model to describe the underlying distribution [25] - [28] . One application domain of vMF distribution is in information retrieval where the cosine similarity is an effective measure of similarity for analyzing text documents [29] . Another application domain of this distribution is in bioinformatics (e.g., [?] , [24] , [29] - [31] ) and collaborative filtering (e.g., [32] ) in which the Pearson correlation coefficient serves as the similarity measure. More recently, Taghia et al. [?] , [24] proposed a text-independent speaker identification system based on modeling the underlying distribution of SR∆LSF parameters by a mixture of vMF distributions. Here, we model the underlying distribution of the SR∆LSF parameters by a VMM and propose a VMM-based VQ (VVQ) scheme. According to the high rate quantization theory [33] , [34] , the D-R relation can be analytically derived for a single vMF distribution with constrained entropy. Based on the high rate theory, the optimal inter-component bit allocation strategy is proposed. Finally, the D-R performance for the overall VVQ is derived. Compared with the recently presented DVQ and the conventionally used GVQ, the VVQ shows convincing improvement. Hence, it potentially permits better practical quantization performance.
The remaining parts are organized as follows. In section II, different representations of the LSF parameters are introduced. We briefly review the vMF distribution and the corresponding parameter estimation methods in section III. A PDF-optimized VQ based on VMM is proposed in section IV and the experimental results are shown in section V. Finally, we draw some conclusions and discuss future work in section VI and VII.
II. LSF, ∆LSF, AND SR∆LSF

A. Representations
The LSF parameters are widely used in speech coding due to the advantage over some other forms of representations (such as LARs, ASRCs). The LSF parameters with dimensionality K are defined as
which are interleaved on the unit circle [7] , [35] . By recognizing that the LSF parameters are in the interval (0, π) and are strictly ordered, we proposed a particular representation of LSF parameters called ∆LSF [13] for the purpose of LSF quantization [12] . The ∆LSF v parameters in represented as [13] 
Another representation of the LSF parameters were introduced in [?], [24] , [36] , [37] , which took the square-root of the ∆LSF parameters. Hence, a K-dimensional SR∆LSF x parameters can be obtained as
In [?], [24] , we modeled the underlying distribution of the SR∆LSF by a (K + 1)-variate VMM and proposed a text-independent speaker identification system based on the SR∆LSF representation, which showed competitive performance compared to the benchmark approach.
B. Distortion Transformation
When getting the SR∆LSF parameters from the ∆LSF parameters, the parameter space is wrapped. Hence, we study the distortion transformation between the SR∆LSF and the ∆LSF spaces [38] , [39] in this section.
Denote the PDFs of v and x as g(v) and f (x), respectively. Assuming that the K-dimensional SR∆LSF space is divided into J cells and with the optimal lattice quantizer, the overall quantization distortion (using the square error as the criterion) for x can be written as [33] , [40] - [42] 
where e = x − x denotes the quantization error and all the cells V j,x are of identical shape according to Gersho conjecture [33] . The mapping φ from ∆LSF space to SR∆LSF space changes the distortion per cell in the ∆LSF domain at v as
Then the overall quantization distortion transformation between x and v can be denoted as
where I is the identity matrix, the quantization noise e is white in the optimal lattices, g(v k ) is the marginal distribution of v k , and we assumed that the quantization noise e is independent of x (and, therefore, independent of v as well) [33] . According to the neutrality [12] of the Dirichlet variable v, the marginal distribution g(v k ) is beta distributed. Therefore, the mean value of v k with respect to its marginal distribution can be calculated explicitly. In our previous work, the measurement transformation between the LSF space and the ∆LSF space was presented in [13] , [43] . Therefore, with these transformation methods, we can compare the high rate D-R performance in all the three different spaces fairly with consistent measurements.
III. STATISTICAL MODEL FOR SR∆LSF PARAMETERS
The vMF distribution and its corresponding VMM are widely used in modeling the underlying distribution of the unit vector [?], [24] , [29] , [44] , [45] . Therefore, we apply the VMM as the statistical model for SR∆LSF Parameters.
A. Von Mises-Fisher Mixture Model
K is said to have (K + 1)-variate vMF distribution if its PDF is given by
where µ = 1, λ ≥ 0, and K ≥ 2 [25] . The normalizing constant c K+1 (λ) is given by
where I ν (·) represents the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order ν [46] . The density function F(x | µ, λ) is characterized by the mean direction µ and the concentration parameter λ.
With I mixture components, the likelihood function of the VMM with i.i.
where π = [π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π I ]
T (π i > 0,
T is the concentration parameters.
B. Parameter Estimation
Let Z = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z I } be the corresponding set of hidden random variables, where z n = i means x n is sampled from the ith vMF component. Given X, Z, and the model parameters (M, λ, π), the complete log-likelihood of X writes
ln πz n F(xn | µ zn , λz n ) .
(10)
As obtaining the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates from the complete log-likelihood is not tractable [25] , an efficient expectation-maximization (EM) approach is developed which provides the ML estimates to the model parameters [29] , [47] , [48] . The E-step and the M-step are summarized as:
• M-step
IV. PDF-OPTIMIZED VECTOR QUANTIZATION
In designing practical quantizers, one challenging problem is that when the amount of the training data is not sufficiently large enough, the obtained coodbook may tend to be overfitted to the training set and perform worse for the whole real data set. The PDF-optimized VQ can overcome such problem either by generating sufficiently large amount of training data from the obtained PDF or calculating the optimal code book explicitly with the obtained PDF [10] , [11] . Thus, with the trained VMM, we can design a PDF-optimized VQ.
A. Distortion-Rate Relation with Constrained Entropy
With the high rate assumption, the analysis of the quantization performance is analytically tractable [33] . Since coding at a finite rate is the motivation of using quanizers, constraint must be imposed on VQ design. Generally speaking, there are two commonly used cases, namely the constrained resolution (CR) and the constrained entropy (CE). In the CR case, the number of index levels is fixed. It is widely applied in communication systems. The CE case, on the other hand, imposes the constraint on average bit rate. It is less restrictive than the CR case and yields lower average bit rates. As the computational capabilities of hardware increases, it becomes more attractive to exploit advantages inherent in CE case [33] .
Assuming that the PDF of variable x is f (x), the D-R relation in CE case, on a per dimension basis, writes
where h(x) is the differential entropy of x, R is the average rate for quantization, and C(r, K) is a constant depends on the distortion type r (e.g., r = 2 means the Euclidean distortion) and the variable's dimension (degrees of freedom) K.
B. Optimal Inter-component Bit Allocation
When applying a mixture model based quantizer, we model the PDF as a weighted addition of mixture components and design a quantizer for each component. The total rate R will be divided into two parts, one for identifying the indices of the mixture components and the other for quantizing the mixture components. Given I mixture components, the rate spent on identifying the indices is R a = ln I. The remaining rate R q = R − R a will be used for quantizing the mixture components. Therefore, an optimal inter-component bit allocation strategy is required so that the designed quantizer can achieve the smallest mean distortion at a given R q .
In CE case, the objective is to minimize the mean distortion
where R i is the rate assigned to component i and satisfies
To reach the optimal mean distortion, each component should have its best CE performance. This indicates that the distortion for each mixture component writes
The differential entropy for component i in a VMM is
where we used the fact that µ i = 1. The constrained optimization problem in (15) can be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers. With some mathematics, the rate assigned to the ith mixture component is
C. Distortion-Rate Relation by VMM
In CE case and with optimal inter-component bit allocation, the distortions contributed by all the mixture components are identical to each other because R i − h i (x) is a constant which only depends on the trained model [33] . Then the D-R relation is 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed inter-component bit allocation strategy optimizes the D-R relation of VVQ. To demonstrate the D-R performance, we compared it with our recently presented DVQ [12] and the widely used GVQ [11] , [23] . The TIMIT [49] database with wideband speech (sampled at 16 kHz) was used. We extracted 16-dimensional LPC parameters and transformed them to LSF parameters, ∆LSF parameters, and SR∆LSF, respectively. With window length equal to 25 milliseconds and step size equal to 20 milliseconds, approximate 706, 000 LSF vectors (the same amount for ∆LSF and SR∆LSF as well) were obtained from the training partition. GMM, DMM, and VMM were trained based on the relating vectors and the D-R relations were calculated, respectively. The mean values of 20 rounds of simulations are reported. Figure 1 shows the D-R performance comparisons. It can be observed that VVQ leads to smaller distortion at different rates, compared to GVQ and DVQ. We believe this is due to the efficient modeling of the SR∆LSF parameters. Furthermore, better D-R performance can be obtained with more mixture components. Therefore, VVQ potentially permits superior practical VQ performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel PDF-optimized VQ for LSF parameters quantization was proposed. The LSF parameters were transformed to the square-root ∆LSF domain and we modeled the underlying distribution by a von Mises-Fisher mixture model (VMM). According to the principle of high rate quantization theory and with the constrained entropy case, the optimal intercomponent bit allocation strategy was proposed based on the VMM. The mean distortion of the VMM based vector quantizer (VVQ) was minimized at a given rate so that the D-R relation was obtained. Compared to our recently proposed Dirichlet mixture model based VQ and the conventionally used Gaussian mixture model based VQ, the proposed VVQ performs better at a wide range of bit rates.
VII. FUTURE WORK
For our future work, we need to implement a practical scheme to carry out the VQ. One possible solution is to propose an efficient quantizer for the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) source, e.g., similar as the method in [50] . Another possible solution is to decorrelate the vMF vector variable into a set of scalar variables, each of which has an explicit PDF representation. Then we can replace the VQ with a set of independent scalar quantizers. This approach is similar to the Dirichlet source decorrelation and the Dirichlet mixture model based VQ introduced in [12] .
APPENDIX A DISCUSSION ABOUT THE INCONSISTENCY OF LIKELIHOOD COMPARISON AND D-R COMPARISON
This section is only for discussion and will not appear in the final submission.
As we observed before, the likelihood obtained by DMM is higher than the likelihood obtained by VMM. If we calculate the differential entropy of the trained PDF empirically as
a higher likelihood leads to a smaller differential entropy. According to (14) , this indicates better D-R performance. However, in our manuscript, VMM performs better than GMM, when we applied the mixture quantizer strategy.
Why would this happen?
In our manuscript, for the CE case, we calculate the D-R performance of the mixture model by (18) . From (18), we have
= C(r, K) · e
= C(r, K) · e 
From (21) to (22), we used the fact that R i −h i (x) is the same for all i. From (22) to (23), we used the fact that R − ln I = I i=1 R i .
Thereafter, we have
This inequality indicates that, the D-R performance calculated in the CE case (with mixture quantizer, (18) ) is, in general, not identical to the D-R performance calculated with the whole PDF ( (14)). The inequality in (25) vanishes when all the components have the same weights. The equality (27) holds if there is no overlapping among the mixture components or we do not take the mixture modeling (I=1).
The inequality above introduces a systematic gap (a loss at the D-R performance). This gap depends on the training and the distribution assumption. Therefore, smaller differential entropy for the whole PDF (h(x)) can only guarantee better D-R performance, if we do not take mixture quantizer strategy. In mixture quantizer, it can not guarantee a better D-R performance.
